The time-reversed ultrasonically encoded (TRUE) optical focusing technique is a method that is capable of focusing light deep within a scattering medium. This theoretical study aims to explore the depth limits of the TRUE technique for biological tissues in the context of two primary constraints -the safety limit of the incident light fluence and a limited TRUE's recording time (assumed to be 1 ms), as dynamic scatterer movements in a living sample can break the time-reversal scattering symmetry. Our numerical simulation indicates that TRUE has the potential to render an optical focus with a peak-to-background ratio of ~2 at a depth of ~103 mm at wavelength of 800 nm in a phantom with tissue scattering characteristics. This study sheds light on the allocation of photon budget in each step of the TRUE technique, the impact of low signal on the phase measurement error, and the eventual impact of the phase measurement error on the strength of the TRUE optical focus.
Introduction
Because biological tissues are optically turbid, biomedical optical techniques have very limited penetration depth. The depth limit is essentially given by the characteristic length at which photons lose their directionality (one transport mean free path). Although it depends on the type of tissue and the light wavelength, this accessible depth is typically around one millimeter [1] or less. Thus, when used noninvasively, the utility of optical techniques in research and diagnosis has long been restricted to the superficial layers of tissue. During the past few years, there has been considerable effort to break this limit by the technique of time reversal of ultrasonically encoded light, which combines ultrasonic light modulation with optical phase conjugation (OPC) [2] [3] [4] [5] . OPC is an optical process by which an incoming wavefront is reproduced and propagated back so that the phase-conjugated light wave can retrace the original light wave in the backward direction (time-reversal property). In TRUE, the ultrasound is focused deep inside a tissue sample, while the tissue is illuminated by a laser beam. Diffuse laser light reaching the US focus is then frequency-shifted by the acousto-optic effect [6] , which serves as a "tag". Tagged US frequency-shifted light leaving the sample is selectively detected and phase-conjugated. Due to the time-reversal symmetry of light propagation, phase-conjugated light in turn propagates back to the ultrasound focus, where it creates an optical focus.
Recently, TRUE has been experimentally achieved by both analog and digital OPC systems. Analog method utilizes nonlinear optical phenomena such as Brillouin scattering and nonlinear susceptibility of photorefractive medium [2, 7, 8] , on the other hand, the digital method (DOPC) is implemented with digital devices -wavefront sensor and spatial light modulator (SLM) [3] [4] [5] 9, 10] . The principle of DOPC-based TRUE focusing technique is described in Fig. 1 . The demonstration of deep-tissue light focusing with DOPC has been made with a resolution of ~40 m μ at a depth of 2.5 mm inside biological tissue [3] .
In principle, with perfect wavefront measurements, the TRUE technique could create an optical focus even tens of centimeters deep in the human body. However, there are two important constraints that fundamentally limit the penetration depth of TRUE focusing technique for living tissue applications. First, the incident light fluence per pulse at the tissue surface has to be smaller than the tissue damage threshold ( 2 20 mJ cm − according to the ANSI medical safety standard [11] ). We note that a pulsed light source is assumed as it yields more photons under the safety standard. Second, wavefront measurement and OPC playback (in Fig. 1 ) should be performed within a short time-window, before the movement of scatters significantly changes the tissue (as an optical object), thereby destroying the time-reversal symmetry. This sample-dependent time-window, which is also called the decorrelation time ( dec t ), depends on the sample stability and depth. For most living tissues, it ranges from several milliseconds to seconds [8, 12, 13] . In our analysis, we will consider a TRUE recording time of period 1 rec t ms = . We assume this time to be significantly shorter than dec t . In the event that a shorter dec t requires a shorter rec t , the analysis in this study can be rescaled in a straightforward fashion, as the total signal photon budget is simply proportional to rec t . These two restrictions (one on incident light intensity and the other one on wavefront recording time) limit the incident photon number and, in turn, the number of frequencyshifted photons that can be collected at the surface for the wavefront measurement. As the signal level decreases with increasing tissue depth, shot-noise deteriorates the validity of the wavefront measurement and, in turn, the contrast and intensity of the TRUE focus.
In this study, we developed a numerical model to calculate the penetration depth limit of the TRUE technique given by the abovementioned constraints in living tissue applications. Our analysis is not meant to be exhaustive. One of its purposes is to establish a basic model system for understanding the interplay between various optical and ultrasonic parameters in determining the useful focusing depth of TRUE. A reader interested in a particular optical geometry, more sophisticated modeling assumptions, or a specific set of constraints can adapt our model for his/her respective purpose.
Additionally, this paper is aimed at elucidating the fundamental optical limitations of TRUE focusing technique given by shot noise at low signal level, rather than focusing on limitations associated with current technical hurdles. For this purpose, we specifically modeled TRUE system implemented with digital version of OPC system with idealized fidelity. The idealized assumptions used here are listed in Section 2.2; we also compare the current technical limits to these assumptions in that section. We note that modification would need to be made on our model if the reader desires to investigate the effect of shot noise on analog OPC system as those systems exploit nonlinear optical phenomena to achieve their effects. There are likely more restrictive constraints that would have to be considered in that scenario.
The numerical simulation of TRUE developed here consists of the following steps, which are detailed in the Methods section: First, we simulate light propagation from the tissue surface (at the safety limit and within rec t ) to the deep-tissue US focus with diffusion approximation. Second, the amount of US frequency-shifted light is determined using the Raman-Nath theory. Third, the intensity of frequency-shifted light propagating back to the surface is determined and used to calculate the detection shot-noise. Finally, we determine the relationship between shot-noise and focus contrast (peak-to-backgroud ratio, PBR) and determine that the practical depth limit of DOPC is in the range of 30 100 mm − with the parameters in our consideration. We expect that our model will provide a framework to check the feasibility and performance of potential applications of the TRUE technique.
This paper is structured as follows. The next two sections describe the model geometry and assumptions used are described in detail. The following sections will provide details of the methods with a flow chart. We will then present the numerical result regarding the dependence of the photon budget and PBR on the target depths. Finally, we will determine the fundamental depth limit from the result and discuss the utility of our model.
Methods

1 Model geometry description
Due to its relevance for biomedical imaging, a backscattering geometry is considered in this numerical study. The specific physical model geometry we are considering here is shown in Fig. 1 . The target sample is a semi-infinite tissue phantom.
We assume that the DOPC system abuts the sample at its interface. For the sake of simplicity, we blackbox the DOPC and simply assume that the system is able to record the wavefront of the backscattered light exiting the interface with high fidelity and is also able to generate a corresponding phase-conjugate wavefront with high fidelity for playback. We assume that the DOPC is able to span 20 20 cm cm × of the interface surface to ensure that most of the ultrasound-modulated light is captured by the DOPC system. The wavefront measurement is assumed to be performed via interferometry where the reference beam's phase is stepped in quadrature [14] as done in previous works [3] [4] [5] 9, 10] . Thus, the wavefront recording time is divided into four sensor exposure periods of 0.25ms ( 4 rec t = ) for each interference pattern. Idealized assumptions will be detailed in Section 2.2.
With regard to the incident light, we assume that the probe light field has a width of 5. [15] . In this paper, we mainly present plots of the results for wavelength of 800 nm ; of the three wavelengths, 800 nm leads to the greatest penetration depth. With regard to the ultrasound, we assume that a transducer with a numerical aperture of 1 is placed at the same tissue surface. The generated ultrasound focal spot has transverse and longitudinal spot sizes of 15 [16, 17] . Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in our analysis.
2 Assumptions
As previously mentioned, this paper is primarily aimed at elucidating fundamental optical limitations in the TRUE focusing technique, rather than focusing on limitations associated with current technical hurdles. As such, we make idealized assumptions that exceed the currently available performances of sub-systems that make up the TRUE focusing system. This section details these assumptions and compares them with the current technical limit. Assumption 1. The DOPC sensor and SLM have a sufficiently high number of pixels, and the pixels are sufficiently small to capture the nuances of all the backscattered light field. This assumption ensures that, in the absence of noise, our sensor and SLM are not limiting factors in characterizing the phase of all the optical modes (wave front) of the backscattered light field. In a fully developed speckle field, the total number of optical modes associated with light emerging from a 20 20 cm cm × surface is given by 11 2.5 10 × . This is ~5 order of magnitude greater than the number of pixels available on a high-end commercial sensor and SLM. We do note that there are no physical laws that prevent the scaling up of pixel counts in these digital components. In practical experiments, it may also be possible to manage the way we select dominant optical modes [10] so that we can usefully devote the available system pixels to optimally collect signals.
Assumption 2. Each sensor pixel has an unlimited well depth and quantum efficiency as well as zero dark noise and readout noise so that our wavefront measurement by interferometry is only subjected to shot noise. In practice, sensor sensitivity suffers from dark noise, readout noise, limited well depth, and quantum efficiency. However, as we are more interested in the fundamental penetration depth limit imposed from Poissonian shot noise at low signal level, this assumption allows us to explore TRUE's depth penetration capability without getting bogged down by the current capabilities of sensors.
Assumption 3. The scatterers are assumed to be static during 1ms ( rec t = ). In the absence of substantial blood flow, one early experiment indicates that photorefractive crystal-based OPC playback of the wavefront can adequately perform the time-reversal of multiply scattered light at a living tissue thickness of ~7 mm with a decorrelation time-scale of one second (wavelength of 532 nm , live rabbit ear [18] ). Intrinsic cellular motions in a living sample can be expected to set the time-window for TRUE application in living targets. Blood pulsation and unintentional movement of living sample will induce additional bulk movement of scatterers that can deteriorate dec t even further. Appropriate methods for holding the tissue robustly in place would likely be required as the proper physical fixing of tissue (the rabbit ear was gently held between two glass slides) is likely a major reason for why such a long decorrelation time was observed in [8] . The presence of moving blood within the blood vessels also constitutes a signal loss mechanism (light that passes through the blood vessel cannot be time-reversed) that results in a diminished PBR. Thus, we expect that, as long as blood pulsation is minimized and the surrounding tissues are not perturbed by blood flow, photon paths through those unperturbed tissues would still preserve their time-symmetry property.
Assumption 4. Incident probe light is only modulated at the US spot. Here, we assume both probe light and ultrasound are pulsed. Both theoretically and experimentally, we can only modulate a light component passing though the US spot by triggering an ultrasound pulse with a proper delay (which corresponds to the light pulse travel time to the US spot) with respect to light pulse generation [3] .
Assumption 5. The backscattered light field has a fully developed speckle pattern where the dimension of speckle granularity (autocorrelation area) is ( )
. This is a valid assumption for the large-depth TRUE focus we are presently considering. By this assumption, the transmission matrix components, which relate the field at US spot and the field at the tissue surface, can be represented mathematically by a complex random Gaussian matrix [20, 21] .
Assumption 6. Calculation of phase map and its display takes negligible time compared to the wavefront recording time. Because we set our recording time at 1ms , the exposure time is set to 0.25ms ( 4 rec t = ) for each interferogram. In a typical TRUE setup, the calculation of the phase map from four interferograms takes around 200 milliseconds, which can be significantly shortened with a better computing unit. Moreover, the display device (liquidcrystal-on-silicon) operates at 60 Hz (~15ms ). We note that there is no physical limitation that prevents TRUE systems from achieving much faster display times. In the event that liquid crystal technology imposes a reaction time that is difficult to tackle, it is possible to envision switching to a MEMS-based display device to circumvent the display reaction time problem. The simulation consists of the following steps ( Fig. 2) : First, we simulate light propagation from the tissue surface (at the safety limit and within rec t ) to the deep-tissue US focus with diffusion approximation to calculate the number of photons passing through the ultrasound spot ( USP N ). Second, the number of ultrasound-modulated photons ( USM N ) is calculated by estimating the ultrasound-modulation efficiency with the Raman-Nath theory. Third, by propagating back the ultrasound-tagged photons emanating from the US focus, we mapped out the emerging tagged photon flux on the 2D tissue surface ( mode ,
Model analysis strategy
shot-noise is determined using the 2D photon flux. Finally, we determine the detailed relationship between shot-noise and focus contrast (peak-to-backgroud ratio, TRUE PBR ) and determine the practical depth limit of TRUE.
Simply put, TRUE PBR is the ratio of fluence at the TRUE focal spot and the surrounding background. Despite the OPC beam's time-reversal property, background fluence is always expected to be present because the information of the tagged light emerged from US spot is partially lost due to light absorption during its propagation and partial measurement of the emerging wavefront (from one side of the tissue). Approximately speaking, it is proportional to the effective number of optical modes we can reliably measure for the backscattering light (reduced from the actual number of optical modes due to wave front measurement error) divided by the number of optical modes in the ultrasound spot ( US M ). The relationship is derived in Section 2.3.3.
Photon budget calculation
We used the diffusion approximation to calculate light propagation in scattering biological tissue. For simplicity, we used the light diffusion equation for a steady-state source, which is given by ( )
where the diffusion constant D and source term ( ) 0 q r  are defined by vector. The coordinate system used in this analysis is described in Fig. 1 ) and integrate for one pulse duration to get the photon fluence for each pulse. Equation (1) is derived from the radiative transfer equation with the assumption that the light radiance can be expressed as an isotropic fluence plus a small directional flux [22] . The assumption is generally valid when the light propagation is scattering-dominated, and the position under consideration is far enough from the source
Then, the solution for steady-state Dirac-Delta source ( where the photon loses its directionality (pencil beam approximation) [22] . We used a zeroboundary condition to take into account the effect of the boundary [23] . That is, respectively. There are two main mechanisms of ultrasonic light modulation -the displacement of scatterers and the change in refractive index induced from ultrasonic pressure [6] . The modulation contributed from the moving scatterers is negligible compared to that from ultrasound-driven index grating, because the number of scattering events is low due to the small US spot size. Thus, we modeled the ultrasound spot as the refractive index grating with the amplitude
where n p ∂ ∂ is a piezo-optic coeffiecient of the medium. We used the piezo-optic coefficient for water, 10 1 1.466 10 Pa − − × [24] . These parameters satisfy the following standard to use the Raman-Nath theory for nearly all incidence angles of light [25, 26] :
where the parameter 
[ [25] [26] [27] . Then, the ultrasound-modulated photon number per pulse can be calculated as 
because max θ (incidence angle where the Raman-Nath theory is valid up to) is near 90  and irradiance is nearly isotropic in the diffusive regime.
As the last step of light propagation simulation, we calculate the propagation of the tagged photons to the tissue surface. We first assume the point source matched with the light power calculated from the previous step. As with the simulation of incident light propagation, diffusion approximation with a zero-boundary condition is used to calculate the flux ( 
where η is angle-averaged modulation efficiency ( = of TRUE focal spot. The detailed method will be described in Section 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
Phase measurement error calculation
Before estimating the theoretical PBR from the flux map, we first investigate the phase measurement error of the 4-step phase-shifting method while assuming only Poissonian shot noise. In the 4-step phase-shifting method [14] , the intensity of each interference is expressed by This exercise gives a better understanding on how the low signal intensity affects to the phase measurement error.
With this approach to determine wavefront measurement error, we calculated the field contribution from a single grid cell ( grid M number of modes) to the TRUE spot so that shotnoise-induced wavefront error was related with the reduction in OPC efficiency (reduction in effectively reliable number of optical modes). The PBR was then evaluated by summing up the field contribution from each simulation grid cell. This calculation is based on the timereversal symmetry of the scattering process, which is described in the following section.
PBR calculation
Because scattering is a reciprocal process, we can expect scattering to possess time reversal symmetry. This property can be interpreted as following: 
where Equation (18) is for OPC procedure for single input mode. On the other hand, in the case of TRUE focusing, the number of input modes can be estimated by
where λ is the light wavelength. The factor of 2 is for considering modes propagating to either direction (with respect to the plane PBR is calculated on).
As the power of the OPC beam is distributed to the input modes, the PBR of the TRUE focal spot is given by We note that by this characterization, TRUE PBR has a scaling relationship with the physical number of optical modes, and the signal level, which can be simply calculated with diffusion approximation. As such, while we have generally chosen optical and ultrasonic parameters to reflect a general TRUE scenario, the
TRUE
PBR
found here can be easily rescaled by a reader interested in a different set of parameters.
Definitions of TRUE penetration depth limit
There are two ways we can define the penetration depth limits of TRUE from the simulation. Each is suitable for different applications. The primary way is to define TRUE depth limit ( ( )
This standard essentially can be used to test the effectiveness of the TRUE focusing technique because TRUE PBR is itself the contrast of the TRUE focus. The second way is to define TRUE depth limit ( fluence depth ) as the depth at which the photon fluence at the TRUE focus spot is at least higher than the incident light intensity at the sample's surface. The fluence at the TRUE focal spot can be simply calculated by 
The first definition is more generally useful and characterizable, as it simply tests for the presence or absence of TRUE-guided light at the aimed TRUE focus location. This is the definition we use predominantly. On the other hand, the second condition ensures that more light power is delivered to the point in the TRUE focal spot than the point on the tissue surface. So, for instance, it would be a useful standard for applications requiring an absolute optical power, such as "optical burning".
Results
The simulation results presented in this paper are aimed at predicting the key variables of TRUE focusing. Therefore the structure of the results section mirrors the physical TRUE focusing process. For photon budget calculation, we note that all the plots are results from the 800 nm light source, which leads to the largest penetration depth. First, Fig. 3(a) shows the photon fluence map of the incident probe light corresponding to a single pulse propagating through the tissue medium. Figure 3(b) shows the number of photons passing through the US spot ( USP N ). Because a very small portion of the diffused photons pass through the ultrasound spot, there is a significant loss in photon budget. For example, at the depth of ultrasound of 50 mm , only 11 1.1 10 × photons pass through the ultrasound spot among the 18 2.1 10 × number of incident photons for each pulse. Because, at 532 nm and 633nm , the light source is more scattered and absorbed, a smaller portion of photons hit the ultrasound spot. Then, the photons passing through the US spot are ultrasonically modulated by the efficiency depending on the incident angle of the light to the thin refractive index grating that is generated from the ultrasonic pressure (Fig. 4) . We averaged the efficiency given by Then, we build the relationship of PBR degradation with the wavefront measurement error. As mentioned above, we utilize the grid cell-wise field contribution (from the DOPC plane to the TRUE spot) which is prebuilt in LUT. More specifically, the LUT relates the average signal photon number per mode (Fig. 7(b) insets) . In spite of the degradation, the PBR is still well above 1 even when the photon budget per speckle is, on average, only 4 
10
− . From the LUTs, OPC and background field contributions ( is reduced to ~34 mm and ~75mm , respectively. For the second standard, Fig. 8(b) 
Discussion
In this study, we have developed a computational method to track the photon budget during the TRUE focusing process and investigate the fundamental limit in the penetration depth of the TRUE focusing technique. As expected, the photon budget is decimated during light propagation from the tissue surface to the US spot, because the US spot is much smaller than the region covered by the diffuse light. We also found that an idealized OPC procedure can reconstruct the timereversed focus even when the average photon number per mode is smaller than 1. At the low photon budget limit, the distribution of phase measurement error significantly spreads out to a large value. However, there still is a slight tendency for the error distribution to peak around 0. So, when the number of phase-conjugated modes is large, this subtle tendency results in the partially coherent addition of the OPC field from each optical mode on the DOPC plane.
We The result will vary depending on the parameters used in the numerical model. For instance, we performed the simulation for 10 MHz ultrasound frequency, as the ultrasound of 50 MHz is expected to be attenuated dramatically ( 1 1 0.54 dBMHz cm − − for soft tissue) [29] .
First, more photons pass through the US spot as the spot becomes larger with lower frequency. Then, more photons can be collected during wavefront measurement, and this results in a higher number of reliable optical modes on the DOPC plane. Thus, even though the optimized power is distributed to a larger number of optical modes at the US spot , respectively (an 800 nm light source is assumed).
We can conduct further analyses on other parameters (light wavelength, incident light power, beam width of incident light, ultrasound pressure, physical size of the DOPC system) and it would be useful to find optimal parameters for different configurations. Moreover, it might be interesting to see how the penetration depth changes for different types of tissue.
Though we used the diffusion approximation with a zero-boundary condition for the simplicity, a more accurate method to simulate light propagation simulation (such as a numerical solution of RTE, the Monte-Carlo method) can be used. It also would be worthwhile to develop our model to simulate a more realistic case with a practical design such as finite well depth and finite sensitivity of the sensor, and a large pixel size for the DOPC system.
